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Abstract: The physical demands of the North American railroad track section maintainer position has been described,
historically, in subjective terms. These descriptions have been based on subject matter experts and railroad employees.
Research has demonstrated that subjective accounting of the intensity, frequency and duration of physical exposures of the
work, to be notably less accurate than the actual physical exposures. Additionally, it is important to account for the whole
shift of exposure to physical demands. Objectively based data collection and analysis of the railroad track section maintainer
position has been conducted through multiple full shift job studies at different railroad locations across the country, over a
number of years. Results of this study provide reliable exposure data, and suggest that there is generally not an increased
relative risk for the development of a variety of musculoskeletal disorders.
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1. Introduction
The railroad section track maintainer position is a part of the Maintenance of Way (MOW) group. The MOW group
collectively maintains railroad tracks as well as the signal systems and bridges for the railroad company. Section track
maintainers may also have the job title of section laborer, section trackman, section truck driver, and section foreman. These
jobs are assembled into gangs that are typically 3-5 persons in size, and assigned to a geographical region of their railroad. As
smaller sections of railroad track become in need of maintenance, the section gang is assigned to affect repairs. Often,
locations of track are identified for repair by the local track inspector or by track test vehicles, such as a geometry car. A
section gang will travel to repair locations together in a section truck that is equipped to operate hydraulic tools, carry rails
and ties, and fitted with a boom crane. The section truck can travel on normal roadways, as well as hi-rail along the track, to
reach any repair location. A section gang will work as an independent unit, or it sometimes joins other types of MOW gangs
when larger repair jobs are scheduled, such as refurbishing of a crossing. Section maintainers replace ties and sections of rail,
raise low spots of rail, align rail that is out of gauge and support other MOW work where track repair is needed.
An initial description of physical job demands and exposures for railroad section maintainers was developed in the
late 1970’s (Lawshe, 1977). However, this description was based on consensus, subjective estimates of job exposures and job
task demands, not on the objective quantification of job exposures. These Lawshe descriptions were factored into decisionmaking related to hiring, return-to-work, and the determination of work-relatedness of adverse health effects by human
resources departments and occupational medicine professionals. In an October 3, 1993 advisory letter, the Railroad Personnel
Association, which originally commissioned the Lawshe studies, withdrew the Lawshe job descriptions due to their lack of
relevance to contemporary railroad operations. Around this same time, the railroad industry began to experience claims for
non-acute adverse musculoskeletal conditions, which remains the case today. Acute as well as non-acute occupational
musculoskeletal injury claims can be investigated using the science of ergonomics in a systematic, objective approach.
Accordingly, the authors of this article began to develop objective, detailed accountings of the physical job demands
experienced by North American railroad section maintainers. There have been long-standing guidelines advanced by the
National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) to support decision-making efforts for the work-relatedness of
adverse health effects attributed to occupational exposures (Glass, 2004; Kusnetz & Hutchison, 1979; Melhorn & Ackerman,
2008).
This article presents the results of objectively based analyses investigating exposures to occupational physical
factors for railroad track maintainers. This data may be used in several capacities, including in evaluating the workrelatedness of non-acute musculoskeletal disorders.
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